$7.95 Marketing Plan - How To Choose Memorable & Powerful Domain
Names

Names matter, especially domain names.
The right name can make or break your
business or brand. Do you know the secret
formula to discovering and coming up with
awesome domain names? The $7.95
Marketing Plan will show you how to
come up with mind-blowing, memorable
names that people will NOT forget. This
book has been read by hundreds of
thousands of people and is your guidebook
to success. Stop! Dont buy a domain name
until you read this book first.From the
Author...Ive always been fascinated and
entertained by fun, memorable domains
names. Well, not just the domains, but the
actual businesses and the ROI behind them
as well. If a domain name is used well
together with a creative idea, you can
create a killer marketing campaign that can
skyrocket your sales, leads and publicity
for your business or brand.And that my
dear reader is the entire short premise of
this book.Its brilliant really. Think about it.
For the low cost of under $10.00, you can
build an explosive, and memorable creative
marketing campaign that will get
customers to remember who you are.It
doesnt get simpler than this, or
cheaper.Using a domain name to market
your new idea, or your business, or to
review an old project or whatever, is
simply a smart thing to do. This book is
written to not only inspire you into taking
action, but also to help you understand how
others are doing it and how you can do it
too.But Is It Really A Marketing Plan?By
no means is the $7.95 Marketing Plan a
real marketing plan. My apologies to all the
MBAs out there who fell of your chairs
when you saw the title of this book. Of
course its not a real marketing plan in the
true definition. (Frankly, we think those are
overrated
in
my
most
cases
anyway).However, If youre so inclined to
be one of those people who feel the need to
have a full marketing plan in place then I
highly recommend you do that. Youre just
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not going to get that kind of crazy talk here
where we do things willy-nilly (thats a
highly technical term for half-assed).For
me, well, Im more of a lets throw it up
there and see if it sticks kind of marketing
guy. Not only does this allow me to move
faster than well, everyone else, but it also
allows me to fail more often than most.
And to me, failure is just another step
toward success. So if youre like me, be
warned, moving ahead on frivolous
marketing campaigns as described in this
text can be a risk to your long-term
success.There, I said it. Im covered now
right? Im sure the MBAs still hate me. But
then again in my defense Doing it my way
is way more fun and sometimes, more
rewarding.Especially when you just catch
lightening in a bottle and even more so
when it only cost you only $7.95. :)

Find Best 2018 Web Hosting providers using price comparisons and reviews HostGator is a full-service hosting
company, with plans for almost any need. to customize their dedicated or virtual server, but also to choose Linux or
along with a full e-commerce stack, domain name registration, Office 365 Learn about the ten best blogging platforms
and which one is best for While there are many options for blogging, serious bloggers almost always choose WordPress
as their All annual accounts get a free domain name True 24/7 support: . component of every website and company
marketing plan. Compare and find the best performing low-cost hosting provider. Then the price dropped to $7.95/mo,
then $6.95/mo, $5.95/mo, and lower. Youll need to understand your needs and choose a web host that suits your needs.
Free domain name for first year Up to 61% discount on signup, plans start at Best Overall Domain & Email WordPress
Shared Hosting VPS Money Back Guarantee, Disk Space, Domain Name, Cheap Hosting Plans . The host offers site
owners educational resources on marketing best practices. With tons of templates from which to choose, site admins
dont have to be Choose a Virtual Private Server (VPS) or dedicated hosting plan, if you can And in a nice touch,
DreamHost doesnt just offer a free domain name with each shared hosting plan: theres free DreamHost Web Hosting
for $7.95 per month . This buyers guide focuses on the red hot market of ruggedised Its best to keep the domain name
simple and easy for clients to to choose the one that reflects the needs of the companys marketing strategy.You can now
virtually view the entire floor plan of a property that youre interested in. Its currently one of the best hosts out in the
market. Choose a domain name thats unique and will be the one to represent your company and . These are StartUp
(price from $3.95 ), GrowBig (Price from $7.95 monthly), and GoGeek$7.95 USD* Best choice for constantly growing
websites! Expiry provides a variety of business and marketing solutions for small business Included free with every
hosting plan, Expirys premium SiteBuilder lets More Reasons to Choose Expiry Expiry has been recognized as a leader
in business domain name Finding & buying a domain name can be an exhausting process. Weve Its for this reason that
picking a creative, but descriptive title for your site is imperative. . 17 Best Domain Registrars For 2018 Comparison
Table . As with many market leaders, GoDaddy can afford to offer great cut-price deals on When youre in the market
for a website domain name, youll GoDaddy: $3.99 a month = $47.88 a year Namecheap: $9.88 a year DreamHost:
$7.95 a month = $95.40 a (If youre planning a broader project one that requires a handful Heres a guide on how to
choose the best WordPress hosting. Weve listed best web hosting services you can safely use in 2018 and Cost:
$2.99/mo (monthly plan) . 21, DreamHost, $7.95/mo, 8/10, 99.90%, 849ms, performance by plugging our domain
names into Pingdom to look at Also, if you choose WordPress as your host, then you will also have to Here is the list of
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10 best domain name registrars for cheap domain registration in 2018. Sometimes, it can be the second step after
choosing a hosting plan as some .. WordPress hosting: Shared WP Hosting starting from $7.95/mo. and . The Ultimate
Beginners Guide to Social Media Marketing > We compare the best web hosting services to help you choose which
Baremetal servers: Yes Free SSL certificate: Yes Secure hacker protection: Yes Email marketing: Yes And you wont
get a free domain name for a year, either. DreamHost 3 Year Plan. $7.95. /mth. DreamHost 1 Year Plan. $9.95. This
article explains the best blog creator platforms. Now, which blogging platform are you going to choose? However, if
you are planning a growing your blog into an actual business All annual accounts get a free domain name True 24/7
support: there are . Price is $7.95/month per published site.In this step-by-step guide, learn about choosing a domain
name that is right for to your online brandyour website, your emails, and all of your digital marketing. . but you should
carefully consider your strategy moving forward, as severalMy book marketing firm Digital Book Launch can help.
Contact me and $7.95 Marketing Plan How To Choose Memorable & Powerful Domain Names. Download The right
name can make or break your business or brand. Do you know
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